This paper investigates the hypothesis that the explicit knowledge of spatial configurations may aid intuitive design process. The study will scrutinize the performance of architects solving intuitively a well-defined problem. One group of architects will have experience with spatial configurations rules (Space Syntax) and the other will not have such experience. The design processes will be analysed in terms of cognitive activity, whereas the design outcomes will be evaluated qualitatively in terms of social organization and quantitatively in terms of spatial configurations. The analysis will show that the knowledge of Space Syntax may partially enhance the permeability of design solutions.
, p. 59 and p. 1 . The non-discursive form of design process in this study may be attributed to the architects with no previous Space Syntax knowledge particularly in terms of knowledge of generic spatial configurations and methods of maximizing and minimizing depth in space. Space Syntax is an architectural theory which implements network theory in analysing spaces considering certain spatial elements as nodes in a network. The spatial configurations which result from the spatial elements connections in the network can be computed through a set of mathematical operations. These mathematical operations are normally calculated using computer technics and are hard to be predicted intuitively. However, this study suggests that the basic ideas of space syntax can support intuitive design processes by enhancing the permeability in the resulting design solutions. Whether this is a true or false statement will be investigated in this study. The capacity of Space Syntax evaluative tools aiding the computer-based design process might be observed in the computer processed design solutions as in Bentley [2], which will be investigated in further studies. The study is part of a main approach to investigate the capacity of Space Syntax as an effective evaluative tool for thinking architectural design.
Space Syntax as a quantitative architectural language has invested much in the study of spatial configurations of existing artificial environments rather than in generating future ones. Therefore it might be important to investigate the possibility of implementing such language in generating designs, but first it is important to inspect the influence of space syntax on architectural design. In general it will be interesting to observe the variety of routes that designers take when exposed to the same design situation. Therefore the study will compare between designers with different architectural backgrounds and investigate their design performances. The study will investigate the influence of certain knowledge such as Space Syntax on the design processes and products of architects with and without this knowledge. The study will record the commonalities between the
